
The Tech-I Competition 
attracts the most promising 
science and technology 
(S&T) entrepreneurs from 
emerging economies.  
Online public voting and 
entrepreneurship experts 
decide who competes 
in the Tech-I Finals, a 
highly anticipated event 
at the annual Global 
Entrepreneurship Summit. 

“After talking to 
GIST mentors, 
we pivoted and 
achieved a 10x 
revenue increase.” 

-  Alvin Chai, Tech-I People’s  
Choice Award
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GIST Technology Idea (Tech-I) Competition

The GIST Tech-I Competition is an annual competition for science and technology entrepreneurs from emerging 
economies worldwide. Aspiring innovators pitch their ideas and startups through videos voted on globally 
and reviewed by experts to determine the finalists who will receive an all-expense paid trip to the Global 
Entrepreneurship Summit (GES). Finalists also receive 3 months of one-to-one mentoring. Through two days 
of intensive training and pitching their ventures at the GES, GIST Tech-I finalists make connections and gain 
international exposure. Tech-I winners receive funding to advance their innovations.

Tech-I inspires: Since 2011, innovators from over 35 countries have showcased their science and technology ventures 
to the world through GIST Tech-I Competitions. The online voting public has cast over 750,000 votes in support of 
these talented young innovators, selecting finalists representing Africa, Asia, Latin America, and Middle East. 

To learn how to apply for the 2015 Tech-I competition, please visit gistnetwork.org. 

Tech-I Winners include:

 � Tonee Ndungu (Kenya) developed a textbook subscription mobile app that makes education material more 
affordable through a “pay as you learn” model. Thanks to exposure from GIST and the State Department,  
Tonee met with the Kenyan Ministry of Education and received a contract for his innovation.    

 � Nermin Sa’d (Jordan) created an online platform enabling Arab women engineers to telework. Her venture provides 
employment opportunities for hundreds of highly skilled women across the Middle East. 

 � Jolene Sim (Malaysia) co-founded a social media network that helps businesses grow by making shopping more 
rewarding for new and existing customers alike. Since winning the Tech-I competition, Jolene has built local and 
regional partnerships like with Maybank, Southeast Asia’s third largest banking group. 

 � Ziad Sankari (Lebanon) invented a GPS-enabled real-time heart rate monitor for patients at risk of heart attacks or 
irregular heartbeat. Ziad’s monitoring technology helps diagnose and treat patients faster, with greater convenience, 
and at a lower cost. This wearable device currently employs 20 engineers and contractors in Lebanon while helping 
to sustain 47 jobs in the United States. This FDA-approved device has already saved American lives.  

The Global Innovation through Science & Technology (GIST) initiative operates at the intersection of science & technology, innovation, and 
entrepreneurship to empower individual innovators and to strengthen entrepreneurial ecosystems. GIST equips young men and women with the skills they 
need to be successful entrepreneurs and leaders who turn their ideas into new ventures that transform their communities. Since its launch in 2011, GIST 
has engaged with more than 2.8 million innovators and entrepreneurs around the world, providing training to over 4,500 startups that have generated 
more than $80 million in revenue.


